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niques [12], [13], [14] only apply to parts of the artifacts in
our target low-code platforms.
However, the reality of development and run-time operation
of low-code applications means that these inconsistency problems and others can appear simultaneously or in combination
with one another. Thus, we are faced with the more general
problem of detecting, articulating, tolerating, propagating, and
resolving the inconsistencies that stem from the co-evolution
of all kinds of artifacts. Here, we call this the “holistic
consistency problem”. It can happen at the time of modeling
and specification, at run-time during operation, or during the
maintenance and evolution of the system. It can also happen at
different levels of abstraction and can take the form of vertical
or horizontal inconsistency [15].
One of the main benefits of the MDE paradigm is that it is
conducive to the development of large-scale systems [16] by
allowing the management of the large and heterogeneous set
of artifacts, at different levels of abstraction necessary for their
development and maintenance. The MDE paradigm allows us
to approach the holistic consistency problem in a unified and
systematic way.
In this paper, we present a case study of inconsistencies
arising in a real low-code environment. We take an MDE
perspective, representing all elements of the low-code system
as models and relationships between them. Using this case
study, we explore the problem domain of holistic consistency
and put forward a set of challenges to guide further research.
We do not claim that our case study is representative of all
low-code systems. Regardless, it helps highlight some of the
challenges for a particular class of low-code systems where
Platform-Specific artifacts are generated from a a higher-level
Platform-Independent Model. We make the following contributions: 1) We identify inconsistency scenarios that can arise
in the operation and evolution of a real low-code system. 2) We
present a research prototype developed with Alloy [17], which
showcases the functionalities present in a holistic consistency
management tool. 3) We outline a set of research challenges
for holistic consistency management of evolving data-centric
low-code software systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss
related work in Section II and give background on low-code
development and MDE in Section III. We present in-depth the
illustrative case study in Section IV. In Section V, we outline
our Alloy prototype. We discuss the set of research challenges
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Low-code application development has an important role
in the future of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [1]. Contemporary low-code development platforms are mature enough
to generate entirely operational applications from high-level,
domain-specific specifications, i.e., models. Many such applications are interactive and data-centric, where users continuously work with the generated system at run-time to
create and store data. The generated system provides the
meta-information or schema of the run-time data. During
the lifespan of the software, the model, the generated metainformation, and the run-time information coexist and are
subject to changes. Crucially, such changes can affect the
consistency relationships between any of them.
Aspects of maintaining consistency among models, generated artifacts, and data have been studied from different perspectives, such as Model-Metamodel Co-evolution, Round-trip
Engineering, Database Schema-Data Co-evolution, and Model
Inconsistency Management. However, the study of these aspects has focused on specific pairs of artifacts in isolation from
the others. Model-metamodel co-evolution approaches [2], [3],
[4], [5] focus on the changes in the modeling languages and
their instances. Round-trip engineering techniques [6], [7],
[8] address inconsistency across the development cycle of
a software product, ignoring data created during run-time.
Database schema-data co-evolution approaches [9], [10], [11]
do not take into account the consistency between models and
generated artifacts. Model inconsistency management tech-
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in Section VI and conclude the paper in Section VII.

schema repair [9], data cleaning [10], schema evolution [11],
and others. Data plays a crucial role in low-code applications.
Thus, holistic consistency management must also adapt and
integrate techniques developed for databases.
Most existing Model Inconsistency Management approaches
are applicable to parts of our target architecture. Such approaches target detecting and tracking inconsistencies [12],
repairing them [13], [14], etc. While individual techniques
can be applied independently to resolve specific problems,
we propose creating a common, holistic approach that allows
combining and coordinating them. We thus aim to identify and
bridge the gaps in future work.
Overall, we note that further research is needed to combine
techniques that focus on maintaining consistency during the
development and evolution of systems with techniques that
center the creation and storage of data during run-time operation.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Inconsistency management in software systems is a wellstudied topic. Generally, researchers have focused on the
consistency of specific pairs of artifacts. We briefly overview
of research in four key focus areas: Round-trip Engineering,
Model-Metamodel Co-evolution, Database Schema-Data Coevolution, and Model Inconsistency Management.
Round-trip Engineering is a development style where (a)
low-level artifacts (e.g., code) are generated from high-level
(e.g., models), and (b) changes in generated artifacts must be
back-ported to the models [6]. Several researchers have investigated the problem of resolving the inconsistency between
the low and high-level artifacts [6], [7], [8]. This is typically
seen as a synchronization problem across different stages in
the evolution of the system. Yu et al. [18] have developed an
invariant traceability framework to resolve the inconsistencies
between the user code and the template-generated code bidirectionally as artifacts evolve. Riedl-Ehrenleitner et al. [19]
provide an approach to identify the inconsistencies between
UML models and code. Pham et al. [20] proposed a model
synchronization approach to maintain the consistency between
the architectural models and generated code structure. These
techniques do not address consistency-breaking changes that
happen during the operation (run-time) of the system, which
could impact data and artifacts at any level of abstraction.
Crucially, a regeneration of the low-level artifacts making up
the system is often not a viable option, as it may lead to data
loss or loss of the system state.
Avoiding data loss is a major concern in research that
focuses on the co-evolution of models and metamodels. This
is a problem of migrating models as the corresponding modeling language evolves and is a critical concern in research
in domain-specific modeling languages [21]. There is extensive research on the problem, with various approaches
proposed [2], [3], [4], [5], [22], which use a great variety of techniques, such as using model transformations [3],
genetic algorithms [5], and others. Others have focused on
the co-evolution of metamodels and code [23]. Similar to
the problem of round-trip engineering, inconsistencies caused
by metamodel evolution also take place and are resolved
during development and rarely during system operation. Model
and metamodel co-evolution is a crucial relationship where
the (“vertical”, i.e., different meta-levels) consistency must
be maintained. It must also be contextualized within other
(“horizontal”, i.e., same meta-level) consistency relationships
in the generated system. We note that combinations of vertical
and horizontal consistency relationships might be additionally
subject to semantic, property-based constraints, in addition to
the syntactic relations between models and their metamodels.
We are particularly interested in consistency relationships
that involve data created and stored during the operation of
low-code applications. This is a problem closely related to
research in databases, where the consistency between schema
and data is a classic problem. It can take various forms, such as

III. BACKGROUND : L OW-C ODE S YSTEMS
There is currently no universally accepted definition of what
constitutes “low-code” development. Based on Cabot’s informal definition [24], any software engineering process where
models have a fundamental role and drive the engineering
tasks may be considered as Model-Driven Engineering. Lowcode can then be thought of as MDE applied to forward
engineering of software systems, i.e., a style of MDE for
software development. More specifically, low-code may be
seen as a more focused and limited version of MDE that
is typically applied to the development of a specific sort of
software application: data-intensive web/mobile applications.
In low-code development, the majority of application code
is generated. However, developers may need to tweak and
complete the generated code. There is typically a high-level
platform-independent specification (in MDE terms, a model)
from which the code and other relevant artifacts of a userdefined application are generated. In the next section, we
present an example low-code application and explain its different components, as well as the process associated with
generating.
IV. I LLUSTRATIVE C ASE S TUDY
We present a case study illustrating evolution issues that can
arise in a real low-code platform in operation. Although it is
not representative of all low-code settings, yet in Section V,
we generalize the lessons learned here to broader research
questions.
A. Low-code platform
Alice is a researcher interested in the cocoa levels in
chocolate. To explore the literature about chocolate production, she conducts a systematic review. A systematic review
is a technique for searching for evidence in the scientific
literature that is carried out formally, according to a welldefined process and a previously elaborated protocol [25].
Conducting a systematic review entails many steps spread out
over a long period and is frequently laborious and repetitive.
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Fig. 1. Main components of ReLiS

Therefore, Alice decides to use ReLiS [26] for her project.
ReLiS provides essential software support to reviewers in
conducting systematic reviews. It is a model-driven low-code
platform where reviewers can create a project from a protocol
specification that generates a database and a web application
dedicated to the project integrated into the platform.
Figure 1 depicts the main components of a system generated by ReLiS. It provides users with a domain-specific
language (DSL) to define a protocol specifying how to plan,
conduct, and report their review. To this end, users define
a configuration file specific to their project, where they can
specify, for example, the screening phases (to build the final
corpus of papers), the number of reviewers and their roles,
and the data extraction form (to collect relevant information
from each paper). The low-code platform takes as input the
configuration model and generates various artifacts to make the
systematic review project operational. Thanks to the generated
application, users can assign reviewers, fill forms, and conduct
their systematic review.
Like all other systematic reviews, Alice’s work must define a
protocol and follow it while conducting her review. However,
defining a protocol and getting it right in the first place is
very unlikely. Therefore, she needs to improve her protocol
through multiple iterations. Concretely, she will need to update
the configuration file (c.f. Figure 1), which is the protocol
of the systematic review in ReLiS. However, modifying the
configuration file after Alice has already started conducting
her review may lead to inconsistencies between the application
logic and entered data of the previous iteration and the new
specification.

1
2
3
4

PROJECT chocohalice "chocohalice"
CLASSIFICATION
DynamicList cocoa "Cocoa level" [1] =
["Bitter", "Bittersweet", "SemiSweet", "
MilkChocolate"]
Listing 1. Systematic review project definition using the DSL of ReLiS

Alice defines the different categories and the specifications of
how the data extraction form will be generated for each paper
to review. ReLiS supports different types of categories. In this
case, Alice defines a DynamicList which produces a list of
values from which Alice can choose for each paper. This list
is dynamic, meaning that she can update it while conducting
the review. On line 3, this category has an identifier and a
label to be displayed, and at most one value can be selected
(denoted by the string “[1]”). The list of strings defines the
initial values that will be pre-populated in the list. Figure 3
shows the generated form from where Alice can classify the
papers (assign one cocoa level to each paper).
From this initial configuration file, ReLiS generates a web
application in PHP encapsulating the logic of the project that
runs within ReLiS itself. The dynamic architecture of this lowcode platform consists of a generic application that is parameterized by the generated project-specific code [26]. Additionally, ReLiS generates a dedicated MySQL database for the
project that stores metadata and user data. For the configuration in Listing 1, the system generates a ReferenceCategory
table in the database for each dynamic list encountered, populated by the initial list of values as shown in Figure 2. This is
part of the metadata. When Alice proceeds with classifying the
papers, the assignment of cocoa level to each paper is stored
in the database as data in a Classification table. This
table references, via foreign keys, the cocoa level assigned
to the paper, as well as other information (e.g., authors, title,
etc.) not shown here for brevity. Alice can freely modify both
the data and the metadata, thanks to the fully functional web
application that ReLiS automatically creates and installs on
the fly alongside the generated database.

B. Inconsistencies
We now explore a detailed example showing how inconsistencies can arise in this low-code platform while the
application is in operation.
Listing 1 shows part of Alice’s configuration file where she
defines the data extraction form. The first line defines the name
and identifier of the project. The CLASSIFICATION keyword
instructs ReLiS to enable data extraction in this project. Then,
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inconsistency (Inc1), shown in Figure 4. The (specification)
model and the generated application are inconsistent because
there is data in the model that has no corresponding translation
in the application. Unsatisfied with this inconsistent state,
Alice rolls back her project to the previous state (this can
be done via the web application). She then removes the
value following the second method: she removes “Bitter”
from the configuration file and regenerates the application.
However, she finds out there is still an inconsistency (Inc2)
because the papers are still assigned “Bitter” while there is no
corresponding value in the configuration file.
These two examples of inconsistency show the accidental
complexity imposed by the low-code platform. To reduce this
complexity, Alice would like to have a way to (O1) detect
whether a specific change operation is breaking consistency.
Also, she wants to know (O2) what inconsistencies will arise
in different components of her project after a modification. For
instance, she wants to know the implications of her decision
to remove one cocoa level via the application, while some
papers are classified as “Bitter”, and the value “Bitter” still
exists in her configuration file. If breaking consistency is
unavoidable, Alice would like to know (O3) the least amount
of inconsistency that the application must tolerate to continue
her work. Finally, as she might make a set of complex changes
in her project and encounter inconsistency at some point, she
would like to (O4) be assisted to find a specific operation
(or a set of specific operations) that would allow her to
achieve consistency (or to see whether such operations could
be found). We discuss these four objectives (O1)–(O4) and
their characteristics more precisely in Section VI.

Fig. 2. Reference categories - List of cocoa levels

Fig. 3. The generated classification form

It is worth noting, the developers of ReLiS have implemented some consistency enforcement mechanisms. Such
rules exist in many software systems; however, they are
typically hard-coded and not flexible or easily changeable
by the user. We are interested in the more general question
of allowing different kinds of inconsistencies of different
severities based on an explicitly defined consistency policy. In
our example, we do not assume any given consistency policy,
which allows us to demonstrate the different inconsistencies.
When Alice removes the value using the second method and
regenerates, the system removes all existing classifications,
thus forcing her to reclassify the papers: i.e., there is data loss.
This is an example of a hard-coded policy in ReLiS that causes
avoiding inconsistency by removing the old classifications and
generating a new version of the application. However, we
should consider that some less severe inconsistencies may be
allowed to emerge by design. Systems may tolerate less severe
inconsistencies and let the users proceed with their tasks, as
long as they can perform what they desire. For example, Alice
may add new values to the ReferenceCategory in the web
application. This still breaks consistency with the configuration
file. However, she might still be satisfied with her protocol
until the end of her project. By not regenerating the system,
the inconsistency will not result in data loss. Therefore, the
severity level of the inconsistencies may vary in each scenario.

Fig. 4. A classified paper (inconsistent)

After having classified a few papers, Alice finds out that
“Bitter” is not an appropriate value in the cocoa level category.
Even though she has already assigned this value in the classification, she decides to remove it from the list of cocoa levels.
She can remove it either from the running application on the
ReferenceCategory table or from the configuration file. She
first chooses the former method. The behavior of ReLiS is that,
since there are already papers assigned with this value, the
system automatically changes the value to 1, corresponding to
the index of the item. In the web application, deleting elements
only deactivates them to enable data recovery. This causes the
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ReferenceCategory list.
translationOf (ReferenceCategory, DynamicList):
Based on this relation in ReLiS, every single item in
DynamicList must have a corresponding value in the
ReferenceCategory list. In Alice’s project, each item
shown in Fig. 2 has an equivalent in the model defined
in Listing 1.
With these element-level relations as the basis, we can
define the meaning of the model-level relations for ReLiS and
similar low-code applications:
• derivationFrom(Sm, C): Sm is constructed using all
relevant information in C, plus additional system-specific
information. This could be seen as a refinement process,
so that if C satisfies a property, so must Sm. In ReLiS,
the derivation relation between Sm and C holds if
there is a translationOf relationship between DynamicList and ReferenceCategory. In our example, there is
a derivationFrom relationship between the generated
application and Alice’s configuration file, because the
translationOf relation maps every item of cocoa levels
in the configuration file (Listing 1), to one item of cocoa
levels in the application (Figure 2).
• adherence(Sd, Sm): There is a relation between Sd and
Sm, such that all records to be inserted in Sd must meet
the constraints imposed by Sm. In the database of Alice’s
work, for instance, there is a foreign key in the table that
stores the assignment information of P 1, referring to the
table that contains different cocoa levels.
• indirectAdherence(Sd, C): There is a syntactic transitive
relation between Sd and C, such that the information
in Sd should adhere to the constraints in Sm, which is
derived from C. For example, if a paper in Sd is classified
by a V value (V defined in Sm), then there exists a
translation of V to some V 0 defined in C (translationOf
relation). In Alice’s project, the DynamicList for cocoa
levels can have at most one value as specified by the
constraint “[1]” in line 3 of Listing 1. ReLiS translates
this value to a schema constraint in the database of the
generated system. In other words, Alice’s configuration
file C specifies the generated Sm of the ReLiS project
chocohalice. Alice’s data in Sd are thus constrained
through Sm by the translation (implementation) of the
definitions that Alice put in C.
Even with a toy project like chocohalice, we can clearly
see that ReLiS is a complex system with various components
constrained by non-trivial consistency relationships.
•

Fig. 5. Components of the considered low-code platforms and their relations

C. Consistency relations in ReLiS
To study inconsistency in a low-code system, we first need
to describe the different relations between its components.
Figure 5 shows a relevant slice of the artifacts involved in the
process of generating a ReLiS instance. The scope of low-code
platforms we target starts with a user-defined specification
from which a software system is generated. Typically, not all
the software of the system is generated, so we distinguish
between the parts of the system common to any application
generated by the platform and those specific to the specification. The specification typically consists of a configuration
C like the ReLiS configuration file. The generated system
typically consists of metadata Sm that stores and encodes
information directly coming from C, like the classification
schema and the definition of the ReferenceCategory table.
Sm also includes system-generated data, such as the list
of cocoa levels. The user-generated data Sd stored in the
application conforms to Sm. For example, this can be the
assignment of values from classification categories to each
paper. Other aspects of the application are generated to enforce
a logic of computation, and different user processes Sl, such
as the review process to follow (e.g., a screening phase,
followed by data extraction). Based on these, we can outline
the model-level relations between different components found
in these kinds of low-code platforms: (a) a derivation relation
between the metadata Sm and the configuration C; (b) an
adherence relation between the data Sd and the metadata Sm;
(c) an indirect adherence relation between the data Sd and
the configuration C. These relations can be further defined
in terms of the specific elements of the different components.
They can also be assigned additional meaning based on a given
application. Below, we describe how these relations are defined
in ReLiS.
We start by defining the following element-level relations
in ReLiS:
• refersTo(Assignment, ReferenceCategory): It is a relation between the entries of Assignment and of ReferenceCategory, which implies that each user-generated
detail is assigned to one object from the collection of
system-generated metadata. In our example, P 1 is a paper
defined by Alice, and it refers to “Bitter”, an item in the

D. Consistency-breaking changes
As we have seen in Alice’s scenario, change can affect any
of the components of the chocohalice project. Such changes
can, in turn, put a strain on any of the consistency relationships, potentially causing inconsistency. Using the architecture
shown in Figure 5 as a reference, we describe the typical
inconsistencies that can occur during the operation of a ReLiS
project. By extension, these inconsistencies can affect any lowcode system that shares the basic architecture of ReLiS.
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1) Inconsistency between C and Sm: Because of the
derivationFrom relation between C and Sm, most changes on
either component can break the consistency between them. A
change in Sm may contradict its specification in C, thus being
a breaking change. This is similar to the example where Alice
removed an entry from the ReferenceCategory leading to
inconsistency Inc1.
Conversely, a change in C may be inconsistent with Sm.
For example, consider the case where Alice removes “Bitter”
from the initial values of the DynamicList leading to inconsistency Inc2.
In both of the above cases, the translationOf relation
between the ReferenceCategory and the DynamicList no
longer holds. However, the latter case is not necessarily a
severe inconsistency, since we could consider “Bitter” not an
initial value but one added later.
2) Inconsistency between Sm and Sd: Since Sd adheres
by construction to Sm, any inconsistency between them can
only be caused by a change in Sm. Modifying Sm would
break its consistency with C. Therefore, Sm − Sd can only
be inconsistent if and only if C − Sm is inconsistent.
For example, Alice may decide to add a new cocoa level
via the application (using the interface shown in Figure 2).
Then, she can assign that cocoa level to a paper. So far, only
C and Sm are inconsistent. If she removes this entry via the
application, the consistency C − Sm is restored. However,
Sm − Sd are now inconsistent because Sd no longer adheres
to Sm.
Note that the consistency between C and the generated
logic component (see Figure 5) cannot be broken during
operation. Modifying the logic requires reprogramming the
software, which is beyond the scope of changes the user of the
system can perform and is thus outside the scope of this paper.
Modifying C and regenerating will override the previous logic.
3) Inconsistency between C and Sd: Breaking the indirect
adherence between C and Sd can also be a source of inconsistency. In our example, if Alice decides to rename one of
the cocoa levels, she can either modify the ReferenceCategory
via the application (using the interface shown in Figure 2) or
the DynamicList within the configuration file. If she decides to
change the configuration file, the inconsistency will not emerge
because regenerating the system fixes the mappings. Therefore,
due to the hard-coded consistency management in ReLiS, it is
impossible to break the syntactic consistency between C and
Sd by modifying C. However, if she changes the name of one
cocoa level in ReferenceCategory, she breaks the consistency
between C and Sd. To be more specific, although Sd still
adheres to Sm after the change, the derivationFrom relationship between Sm and C does not hold anymore because such
a modification breaks the translationOf relation. Alice can
thus make C and Sd inconsistent by making a change in Sm.
The example above describes syntactic inconsistency. Interestingly, there is also a semantic consistency relation between
C and Sd. This should ideally be mediated syntactically via
Sm. However, it is possible in practice to bypass this by
“abusing” the system. For example, suppose that Alice uses

1
2
3
4

PROJECT chocohalice "chocohalice"
CLASSIFICATION
Simple madeIn "Made in" [1] : string(32)
DynamicList cocoa "Cocoa level" [1] = ["Bitter"
, "Bittersweet", "SemiSweet", "
MilkChocolate"]

Listing 2. Systematic review project definition including a Simple field

Fig. 6. The new classification form, generated based on Listing 2
Inconsistency
C - Sm
Sm - Sd
C - Sd

Type
Syntactic/Semantic
Syntactic
Semantic
TABLE I

Direction
Horizontal
Vertical
Vertical

T YPES OF INCONSISTENCIES

the revised configuration file shown in Listing 2. In line 3, this
new configuration file also defines the new category madeIn to
store information about the country of origin of the chocolate.
This category is defined as a simple, single value. Table I
shows the type and direction of the mentioned inconsistencies.
The generated form in ReLiS is shown in Figure 6, where
the madeIn category is represented as a free-form entry box.
In regular use, Alice would be supposed to enter a single string
to store the country of origin of a particular chocolate. During
the course of her work, however, Alice might find this to be
too restrictive. She may find that a particular paper requires her
to store multiple countries of origin for a particular chocolate.
It is temptingly expedient for Alice to use the free-form entry
box to store this information in the same place. Changing
the configuration file and regenerating chocohalice might
be laborious and might risk her losing her previous work.
So, instead of following the procedure pre-envisaged by the
creators of ReLiS, Alice might decide to create an ad-hoc
convention, whereby multiple countries of origin are stored in
the same field as comma-separated values. Although Sd and
C correctly adhere syntactically (a comma-separated string is
still a single string), they are inconsistent semantically, as the
original intention of the specification in C has been eroded.
This is an example of a phenomenon that we could call
“strategic misuse”, which is often necessary from the user’s
point of view. In some cases, following the “proper” procedure
is cumbersome and error-prone, and instead, the user sees it
worth taking an expedient shortcut. However, this might also
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2
3
4

6
7
8
9
10
11

13
14
15
16
17
18

20
21

23
24
25
26

28
29
30
31
32
33
34

sig State
config :
sm : one
sd : one

{
one Config,
Sm,
Sd,

classification : getConfig[this] ->
one Classification,
list : getClassification[this] ->
one DynamicList,
item : getDynamicList[this] ->
some DynamicListItem,
smClassification : getSm[this] ->
one SmClassification,
refCat : getSmClassification[this] ->
one ReferenceCategory,
refCatItem : getReferenceCategory[this] ->
some ReferenceCategoryItem,
assignment : getSd[this] ->
some Assignment,
refersTo : getAssignment[this] ->
getReferenceCategoryItem[this],
translationOf : getReferenceCategoryItem[this] ->
getDynamicListItem[this],
derivation : getSm[this] one->
getConfig[this],
adherence : getSd[this] one->
getSm[this],
indirectAdherence : getSd[this] one->
getConfig[this]
}
Listing 3. State signature used in formalization

Fig. 7. The metamodel of the prototype (extracted by Alloy)

We formulate Alice’s scenario as transitions over a finite
ordered set of states. Each state represents ReLiS at a different
stage in her scenario: i.e., it represents a different version of
the universe that contains the entities (e.g., Config, Sm, Sd,
Assignment). Each transition represents a change that Alice
can make. We use the built-in Alloy module util/ordering to
force an ordering on the states. We define a state as a signature
containing the entities that represent our modeled environment.
Sd is indirectly (via Sm) dependent on parts of C. We specify
everything in Alloy and characterize the relationship between
Sd and C. In the following, we describe this encoding and
use it to illustrate breaking changes, non-breaking changes,
and conflicts.
Listing 3 shows the State signature. On lines 1–4, each
state contains one C, one Sm, and one Sd. Lines 6–14, define
the relationships between these concepts. Finally, on lines 16–
21, we show the consistency relationships that should hold as
defined in Section IV-C. Listing 4 shows a sample constraint
in Alice’s scenario. Using the state signature, we can define
different scenarios such that in the first state, the model is
consistent (all constraints are satisfied), while in the next state,
the model is inconsistent (some constraints do not hold).
For this purpose, we have also defined another module
called Consistency Constraints, which contains the ReLiS
consistency constraints. In an ideal world, they will never
be violated (i.e., in Alloy, they would be encoded as fact).
Nevertheless, we model them as predicates, which allows us

inadvertently cause unforeseen negative consequences. For
example, some automated analysis might no longer be able to
provide useful feedback (e.g., “what percentage of chocolates
are made in North America?”). Detecting such strategic misuse
could be an invaluable source of information for planning the
future development of the software system.
V. A PPLICATION : T OWARDS AUTOMATED M ANAGEMENT
We show a proof-of-concept prototype system that would
allow us to tackle the inconsistency problems described in
the previous section. We use Alloy [17], an open-source language, toolkit, and analyzer for automatic semantic analysis to
articulate and formalize Alice’s problem. In Alloy, a modeler
creates a specification composed of a set of signatures and
facts. Properties of interest are then defined as predicates
over the specification. Alloy allows checking the properties
by performing bounded scope model finding.
The code of our Alloy prototype is not generated; it
is implemented manually. We show the relevant ReLiS
metamodel slice encoded in Alloy in Figure 7. In this
metamodel, we define signatures for all the concepts
shown in Figure 5. We also define four additional
concepts named Classification, SmClassification,
DynamicListItem, and ReferenceCategoryItem to
model the internal hierarchy of components implemented in
ReLiS.
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13
14
15
16

pred eachRefCatItemToOneDynamicListItem
[s : one State] {
side1[s] and side2[s]
}

1

pred side1[s : one State] {
all d : getDynamicListItemSig[s]
|one r : getReferenceCategoryItemSig[s]
|d =r.(s.translationOf)
}

5

2
3
4

6
7

pred removeReferenceCategoryItem[s, s’ : State] {
one d : getAssignmentSig[s], r : d.(s.refersTo) |
{
getReferenceCategoryItemSig[s’] =
getReferenceCategoryItemSig[s] - r
s’.refersTo =(getAssignmentSig[s] - d) ->
getReferenceCategoryItemSig[s’]
}
}

Listing 5. Transition predicate — Sm - C inconsistency (a change in Sm)

pred side2[s : one State] {
all r : getReferenceCategoryItemSig[s]
|one d : getDynamicListItemSig[s]
|r =d.˜(s.translationOf)
}
Listing 4. Sample consistency constraint: each item in the DynamicList must
have a corresponding value in the ReferenceCategory list.

1
2

3
4

5
6

to include or exclude them as constraints as necessary. This
is a simple method of constraint relaxation, which allows us
to represent inconsistencies explicitly. In other words, in this
paper, by relaxation we mean omitting the constraint entirely.
For future work, we also envision more sophisticated methods
of relaxation, such as finding a weaker constraint.
Listing 4 shows a sample consistency constraint
describing that there must exist an instance of
ReferenceCategoryItem signature for each instance
of DynamicListItem signature. To model Alice’s problem,
we first enforce all pre-defined constraints. Then, we execute
a change operation. After the change, if we enforce the
same constraints again, Alloy does not produce any instance.
This means that the change operation will not succeed, and
inconsistency will not emerge. To allow a change to happen,
we relax a subset of the constraints after the change operation.
We encode the change operations that Alice can perform
using the following transition predicates:
• Sm − C inconsistency (a change in Sm): As implemented in Listing 5, remove one instance of
ReferenceCategoryItem signature.
– Remove
the
instance
from
the
set
of
ReferenceCategoryItems of the second state
representing the inconsistent state of the universe.
– Remove the refersTo between the Assignment and
the ReferenceCategoryItem, which was removed
in the previous step.
• Sm − C inconsistency (a change in C): As implemented
in Listing 6, remove one instance of DynamicListItem
signature from the corresponding set of the second state,
which represents the inconsistent state of the universe.
To find out which consistency rules the change breaks, we
perform an iterative semantic analysis. We relax (remove) the
constraints until we see Alloy producing results. By relaxing
the constraints and trying to regenerate, we can identify which
constraints are necessary to allow a consistency-breaking
change to happen.
First, we run the complete specification with all constraints
included before and after the transition predicate shown in
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pred removeDynamicListItem[s, s’ : State] {
one d : getAssignmentSig[s], ri : d.(s.refersTo),
di : ri.(s.translationOf) |
{
getDynamicListItemSig[s’] =
getDynamicListItemSig[s] - di
s’.refersTo =s.refersTo
}
}

Listing 6. Transition predicate — Sm - C inconsistency (a change in C)

Listing 5. We run Alloy with a bound of 10 for all signatures,
except State, which we limit to 2. Alloy does not find any
instances. Then we relax the constraints one at a time by
removing the appropriate predicates. We find that to replicate
Inc1, we must relax constraints shown in Listing 4 and
Listing 7. Alloy is then able to find an instance in 31ms. To
replicate Inc2, we must relax constraints shown in Listing 4
and Listing 8. It takes 67ms for Alloy to find an instance. This
simple method allows us to verify exactly which consistency
constraints each change violates formally. In addition, we can
inspect the instances discovered by Alloy to decide how to
deal with the inconsistency.
VI. C HALLENGES
In Section IV-C and Figure 5, we described the class of lowcode platforms we consider relying on a configuration C, from
which they generate metadata Sm, data Sd, and computation
logic Sl. We described different evolution scenarios following
one such platform ReLiS. Nevertheless, this is general to
many other low-code systems, such as SQLMaestro [27] and
Spring Roo [28]. We are interested in the evolution that may
happen while the system is in operation, where changes may
occur in the specification or the generated system. This may
lead to inconsistencies between C, Sm, and Sd if a change
occurs in any of these components. In the following, we
present interesting challenges to this problem that remain open
questions for future research. We refer to the objectives in
Section IV-B and list the challenges related to each of them.
A. O1: Identifying consistency contraints
Consistency constraints are generally hard-wired in the
system. These constraints impose that Sd, Sm, and C adhere
and derive from each other as defined in Section IV-C. Additionally, the computation logic Sl imposes constraints specific
to the generated application, and the common system imposes
constraints common to all generated systems in the given
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3

pred allReferenceCategoryItemsInReferenceCategory[
s : one State] {
all r : ReferenceCategoryItem |r in
getReferenceCategoryItemSig[s]
}

5

pred

1

2

eachAssignmentRefersToOneReferenceCategoryItem
[s : one State] {
all d : getAssignmentSig[s] |one r :
getReferenceCategoryItemSig[s] |d.(s.
refersTo) =r

6

7

the efficiency of checking the changes. A brute-force approach would try all possible combinations of n constraints

exhaustively, leading to exponential complexity Σni=1..n ni .
For example, if there are 5 constraints in the system, we would
need to try relaxing 31 different combinations of constraints.
Therefore, another challenge is to find the fewest possible
constraints that we need to relax so that a specific change
can happen without breaking consistency. This can be an
optimization problem where we find the least inconsistent
version that lets a change happen. This could also be encoded
as an instance of the MaxSAT [30] problem, which might be
particularly appropriate for a solution in Alloy, a SAT-based
reasoner. Alternatively, we can capture the fact that not all
consistency constraints have the same severity or importance
among users. This can be modeled as a Fuzzy Constraint
Satisfaction Problem which uses concepts from fuzzy sets,
fuzzy logic, and possibility theory [31] to solve constraint
problems that involve preferences [32].

}
Listing 7. Consistency constraints to relax to replicate Inc1

1

2

3

pred allDynamicListItemsInDynamicList[s : one
State] {
all d : DynamicListItem |d in
getDynamicListItemSig[s]
}
Listing 8. Consistency constraint to relax to replicate Inc2

D. O4: Proposing change operations to restore consistency
Once a change operation break consistency, we can retain
the previous consistent state and the current inconsistent state.
Although the user can still operate the system while it is
in an inconsistent state, she will want to restore consistency
eventually. A challenge is to find the change operation(s)
needed to satisfy the consistency constraints while taking into
account the operations that occurred during the inconsistent
state. Rolling back all the changes is not always feasible since
we may lose all the changes since the last consistent state.
Also, applying some changes (transition predicates discussed
in Section V) in reverse order may still lead the system to an
inconsistent state. Therefore, we must identify the feasibility of
restoring consistency given a specific set of change operations
and producing the corresponding transition predicates.
However, restoring consistency is not necessarily a mechanical procedure. This is because of the various kinds of
uncertainty in the restoration process. Uncertainty can affect
many aspects of the models [33]. For example, one source
of uncertainty is the problem of having to choose between
alternative inconsistency resolutions without necessarily having enough information to make the best choice [34]. Other
crucial sources of uncertainty are deciding on the best time to
resolve the inconsistency, deciding on the level of severity
of inconsistency that we are willing to tolerate, or which
consistency constraints are important. In order to keep track of
the points of uncertainty, as well as the dependencies between
them, we envision using a dedicated language for documenting
uncertainty, such as the one proposed by Dhaouadi et al. [35].

low-code platform. In practice, some consistency constraints
are never specified in the system but that users impose on
themselves, such as naming conventions or enforcing stronger
constraints than the system. It is crucial to identify all these
constraints and encode them explicitly in a way that allows
us to reason about them. After identifying the constraints, we
need to automatically express them in a common formalism.
For instance, if a platform like Alloy is used, then this means
generating the Alloy specification. Some of the constraints
are hard to identify and encode because they involve inferring constraints from the data, going from Sd to C. These
“semantical” constraints are important to identify as they can
lead to practices that interfere with the correct execution of
the system.
B. O2: Detecting consistency-breaking change operations
In Section V, we presented a method to encode consistency
constraints and detect when a change breaks a constraint. A
challenge is to detect which change operation may break these
constraints. One possibility is to verify the satisfiability of the
constraints before applying a change operation. However, one
should evaluate the trade-off between checking all constraints
a priori and performance issues that such costly operations
may incur. For example, the user may revise C and apply
changes while the generated system is in operation, making
Sd or Sm inconsistent with the new changes. The concept
of consistency severity is crucial to define to what extent the
system should tolerate breaking consistency constraints and
enable more flexibility to the user [29].

VII. C ONCLUSION
The development and operation of interactive, data-centric
low-code systems require a holistic approach to maintaining
of horizontal and vertical consistency. Thus, we must develop
techniques for detecting, articulating, tolerating, propagating,
and resolving inconsistencies caused by the co-evolution of
models, metamodels, data, and other generated artifacts.

C. O3: Finding the minimal consistency constraint relaxation
As we have seen in Section V, we need to identify which
constraint to relax in order to check consistency breaking
changes. However, this is not trivial. A challenge is to derive
a general procedure to select such constraints and improve
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In this paper, we have presented a case study illustrating inconsistency in the development and usage of ReLiS,
a low-code application in use for several years. We have
described the different relationships between parts of ReLiS
and shown how inconsistency can arise in different scenarios.
We have presented an Alloy prototype implementation, where
we formalized the consistency constraints and the changes
and showed how they could be checked. We have also shown
the importance of living with inconsistency by relaxing some
consistency constraints to allow useful consistency-breaking
changes to happen. By analyzing the inconsistency in Alloy,
we described a set of challenges in maintaining consistency
between the different artifacts and outlined future research
directions.
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